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Herschell Specialised Lubricants

S

...and Formula GTi

Swift Industrial Supply Co(Tvl)(Pty)Ltd, one of South Africa's fastest growing

specialized aerosol and lubricant manufacturers, is proud to announce their recent

sponsorship deal with S.A. Motor Sport Formula GTi. “Swifts” management sees

this mutually beneficial association as an opportunity to create further brand

awareness and presence for our two primary brands, HERSCHELL and EDGE, into
alternate and new market sectors within South Africa. We certainly hope to add real
technical value in terms of product and expertise to this really competitive, exciting
and well supported racing discipline, particularly on the lubricant and maintenance
front, says Grant Gillespie, Swifts Marketing Director. Our company has been seen
by industrial sector as a problem solving company in both the HSS cutting tool and
lubricant market sectors for over 25 years and part of her medium-term growth
strategy is strategic involvement in new and exciting market sectors. With our
attractively packaged, yellow capped aerosols and greases, diverse premium
quality product range and competitive pricing we are very optimistic about the
prospects that both the Automotive and Hardware retailers hold for our locally
manufactured line-up. We are really proud of the progress we have made into the
retail market sector and the truly positive response we have had from its members.
We offer a highly competitive, quality, value for money brand. Our proud
association with South Africa's only “Wings and Slicks” car set-up is just the next
step in our on-going marketing and advertising strategy and reaffirms our
commitment to South African motor sport through technical support, education and
product excellence”, concludes Grant Gillespie. One of the main objectives for
product awareness and confidence is the “hands-on” involvement of HERSCHELL's
product range under extreme race and operating conditions, proving beyond any
doubt the un-rivalled quality credentials of the HERSCHELL and EDGE brands.
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Swifts blue AC Cobra sports car is now the official 'Formula GTi Pace Car' and
bears testimony to HERSCHELLS commitment to motor sport and the automotive
sector in general. This well prepared 'muscle car' is maintained and lubricated with
HERSCHELL products alone, and that means every conceivable moving, sliding,
rolling part.
HERSCHELL's comprehensive aerosol, grease and cleaning product line-up are a
must for all D.I.Y and Automotive retail stores. Industrial Suppliers too, can take
advantage of stocking fast moving consumable lines for plastics, mining,
machining, fabrication, automotive and aviation industrial market sectors to name a
few. Point-of-Sale merchandisers are available for free as part of “model stock
options” available to stockists. We feel that these concepts are quite unique to this
market and play a crucial role in creating and sustaining brand awareness. We
would like to take this opportunity of thanking our valued customers for their
ongoing support and welcome all those who consider HERSCHELL products in the
future. We assure you of our continued commitment to product development and
quality excellence throughout our range.
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HERSCHELL PRODUCTS
P. O. Box 23, Germiston 1400
Reg. No: 1968/007/521/01

Leaders in Lubrication

HERSCHELL
Retail Aerosols
PRODUCT
CODE

1

PRODUCT

SIZE

11 - 700 0079

"P.W" PROTECTIVE WAX SPRAY

300ml

11 - 700 0623

BELT DRESSING SPRAY

400ml

11 - 700 0642

"C.C" CARBURETTOR CLEANER SPRAY

300ml

11 - 700 1134

"C.S" CHAIN SPRAY

300ml

11 - 700 0740

"T.D" COCKPIT SPRAY "CHERRY"

300ml

11 - 700 0741

"T.D" COCKPIT SPRAY "LAVENDER"

300ml

11 - 700 0742

"T.D" COCKPIT SPRAY "CHYPRE"

300ml

11 - 700 0945

COPPER ANTI-SEIZE SPRAY

200ml

11 - 700 0936

COPPER ANTI-SEIZE

500g

11 - 700 1854

"E.C" ELECTRONIC CLEANER SPRAY (flammable)

300ml

11 - 700 1935

"M.B" ENGINEERS MARKING BLUE

300ml

11 - 700 1893

ENGINE CLEANER H.D.

500ml

11 - 700 0700

HERSCHELL "CLEAN UP"

5L

11 - 700 0702

HERSCHELL "CLEAN UP"

2L

11 - 700 4196

"M.P" MULTI-PURPOSE SPRAY

300ml

11 - 700 4195

"M.P" MULTI-PURPOSE SPRAY

150ml

11 - 700 0315

"A.S" ANTI-SPATTER (non-silicone)

300ml

11 - 700 6685

"S.S" SILICONE SPRAY

300ml

11 - 700 1638

"D.C" SILICONE DAMP CURE

300ml

11 - 700 9289

"M.F" MACHINING FLUID SPRAY

300ml

11 - 700 9868

"Z.P" ZINC PROTECTOR SPRAY

300ml

11 - 700 9880

GALVANISING SPRAY "BRIGHT"

400ml

MULTI-PURPOSE
SPRAY
Dries wet electrical equipment
Eases loosening
Dissolves rust
Lubricates and cleans
Prevents corrosion

CHAIN SPRAY
Semi-synthetic base oil for long service
intervals.
Non drip, prevents throw off at high speeds.
Especially formulated for extreme loads.
Soluble Moly reduces friction.
Contains extreme pressure and anti-wear
additives.
Hydrodynamic and boundary lubricant.
Low surface tension additive enables
lubricant to reach chain pins.
Superior water resistance.
Temperature performance -15°C to 140°C+.

ZINC
PROTECTOR
PLUS
Protects bare metal surfaces from
corrosion after drilling and welding.
Repairs and restores damaged
galvanized surfaces.
Anti-corrosion primer for any type of
car finish, paint coating or use as a
protective final coat.

SILICONE
DAMP CURE
A do-it-yourself aerosol
containing a colourless film
forming agent to cure the
problems caused by damp in
houses, flats and factories.

TYRE AND
DASH SPRAY
Plastic, rubber, wood and
vinyl.
Cleans and enriches.
Revives colour and lustre
UV filter.
Does not attract dust.
Protects against sunlight.
Removes accumulated wax
and dirt.

ELECTRONIC
CLEANER
A solvent, which evaporates
without any residue to clean flux,
dust and other atmospheric
deposits from circuit boards of
electronic equipment. It is plastic
friendly with the majority of
sensitive plastics and elastomers.
If there is any special or unusual
polymer used for construction
users should test a small section to
ascertain suitability.

SILICONE SPRAY
Mould release agent for moulding of
plastic, rubber, metal diecast and
composite materials.
Lubricant for guides, slide plates and
tables of the food, textile, and paper
industry.
Waterproofs textiles, canvas, wood
surfaces and leather.

PROTECTIVE WAX
A yellow brown high-melt wax for Iong term anticorrosion protection of metal surfaces. After
solvent evaporation the film is highly resistant to
salt water and salt spray making it suitable for
metal fabricators and rust proofing of
automobiles
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ENGINEER'S

NON-SILICONE

MARKING BLUE

ANTI-SPATTER
SPRAY

Tool & Die Makers
Pattern makers
Sheet metal workers
Machinists
Construction welders
Designers

A non-silicone fluid with low
evaporating, heat resistant
and non-stick properties.
Ideal for the prevention of
adhesion of welding spatter.

MACHINING
FLUID
Tapping, drilling and reaming spray is
a heavy duty, general purpose, neat,
dark, active cutting oil. This enables
machine tool operators to
economically complete one-off
operations without having to fill a
whole machine sump with soluble or
neat cutting oil. You can now lubricate
cutting tools in difficult to reach places
where cleanliness and thin films are
important for repairs.

CARBURETTOR &
METAL PARTS
CLEANER
A spray for rapid removal of burnt fuel
deposits on carburettors of automobiles
and trucks.
Removes deposits from fuel injectors.
Cleans interior of venturies, jets and the
throttle valve.

HERSCHELL AEROSOL DISPLAYS
Our display stands feature
our full range of lubricant
aerosol products.
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HERSCHELL
Grease Tubs
PRODUCT
CODE

PRODUCT

SIZE

11 - 700 9589

Wheel bearing grease 500g tub

500g

11 - 700 0777

C.V. Joint grease 500g tub

500g

11 - 700 0932

Copper Anti-Seize 500g tub

500g

11 - 700 2146

Garage door & Gate grease 500g tub

500g

11 - 700 2589

Heavy Duty Industrial grease 500g tub

500g

11 - 700 9586

Marine grease (White) 500g tub

500g

11 - 700 6446

Red Rubber grease 500g tub

500g

11 - 700 7513

Silicone 500 H paste 500g tub

500g

HERSCHELL
Grease Tubes
PRODUCT
CODE

PRODUCT

SIZE

11 - 700 9594

Wheel bearing grease 100g tube

100g

11 - 700 0776

C.V. Joint grease 100g tube

100g

11 - 700 0931

Copper Anti-Seize 100g tube

100g

11 - 700 2145

Garage door & Gate grease 100g tube

100g

11 - 700 2588

Heavy Duty Industrial grease 100g tube

100g

11 - 700 9585

Marine grease (White) 100g tubes

100g

11 - 700 6445

Red Rubber grease 100g tube

100g

11 - 700 7512

Silicone 500 H paste 100g

100g

11 - 700 1500

49 piece 100g Dispenser Model
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“WB” High-Temp, high load /
impact wheel bearing grease;
designed for race & rally conditions.
A Lithium Soap formulation fortified with
molybdenum disulphide offers
unrivaled performance and
heat resistance.
For use on all car, truck,
tractor, motorbike, race-car,
trailer and agricultural
bearings and wheel bearings.

“CG” semi synthetic
copper anti-seize
grease for all
threaded
components.
Formulated to ensure
quick, fuss free disassembly of threads,
nuts and bolts,
subject to heat and
moisture in Industry,
Marine, Automotive
and D-I-Y
applications.

“CV” Constant
Velocity (CV joint
grease) with special
non-separating
formula.
Greatly increases CV
service life and
performance as it is
fortified with our
unique boundary
lubricants.

“RR” Red rubber grease for
protecting and lubricating rubber
bushes, O-Rings, and seals.
It has a non-toxic, water repellant
and plastic friendly formulation.
Compatible with brake and clutch
fluid for lubricated fitting of
rubber brake and clutch
cylinders.
Good adhesion to
most surfaces.

“M” white in colour,
this grease is designed
to meet and exceed the
extreme lubrication needs of
Marine, Farming and Recreation
equipment.
Unrivaled salt water-resistant properties.
Ideal for use on “deck parts and
equipment.”
Dependable service life on Jet Ski,
bike, bicycle and quad
bearings and wheel
bearings.
Suitable for boat and ski
trailer wheel bearings subject
to frequent water exposure.
Excellent clean grease for
house-hold appliances, powertools, tools, garden, and gym
equipment.

“SP” Silicone
paste for lubricating
rubber to wood, metal to
rubber, glass to rubber and
plastic components.
It seals electronic equipment,
double lipped seals and O-Rings. Battery terminals.
Sealing paste for water taps. Lubricant and sealer for gas
cylinder valves and
swimming-pool pumps ORings. Water resistant
barrier to protect exterior
220V plug points, electronic
control units, distributors on
4X4 vehicles. Car window
and door channeling.

“HD” A heavy Duty
Lithium Soap based
grease, fortified with solid
lubricants for heavy load &
industrial requirements.
Excellent for bearings in
industry subject to
extreme loads at slow
speeds.
Excellent service life even at
extreme temperature ranges.
Prevents bearings from “oil
film failure” particularly in
severe vibrating conditions.

The grease bar dispenser is strikingly packaged, in keeping with
Herschell's new corporate image and is perfectly proportioned
to ensure that 8 of the fastest moving greases are housed and
presented to your customer in a very user friendly manner. The
concept can be slipped into our existing Herschell aerosol stand
or stand alone on shelf or at point of sale. The reality we want to

“GD” Garage Door and Gate grease,
specifically designed to suit the sliding and
oscillating movements of all doors and gates at
home and in Industry.
Its white colour ensures far less
unsightly grease marks/stains on
job or hands.
Ensures silent and fuss-free
operation on all gate and door
mechanisms, including hinges,
pins, gears, worm drives, rack
and pinion and chain types
operations.
Excellent for both manual
and electronically
operated instruments,
particularly in the
door slide ways
and channels.
Unrivaled long term lubrication.
Not suitable for bearing
applications.

create with our new Herschell range is one of totality. It is
complete and comprehensive enough for the retailer to stock all
his lubrication and cleaning requirements from only 1 brand /
account, and that's Herschell. Coupled to our 8 new 100g grease
tubes is our bulk manufacture of these lines in 500g to 200kg
containers for the industrial supplier!

Please contact us on jhb@swifts.co.za
Johannesburg: 011 827 5935 Natal: 031 700 2696
Cape Town: 021 555 0535 for further details.

HERSCHELL
Plain Bearing Greases
GREASE NAME

DESCRIPTION

PACK SIZES

Black Axle
Grease

A heavy-Duty bearing grease specifically for mining
equipment.

1kg, 15kg

Non-Melt Moly
Grease

Fortified with Molybdenum Disulphide and a non
melt thickener for high load and slow to medium
speed plain and anti-friction bearing operations.

500g, 1kg, 5kg, 20kg

GWR-Plus

A water resistant, and solvent free grease heavy
duty open gear grease. Contains no bitumen
residues

1kg, 5kg, 20kg, 50kg

Anti-Scuff Paste
GN

For the effective running in and assembly of
bearings. To be burnished onto bearing surfaces

Anti-Friction Bearings
(Roller Pin and Ball)

GREASE NAME

DESCRIPTION

PACK SIZES

Moly Grease BR2
Plus

A universal mineral oil grease with added solid lubrication
specifically suited for all high speed anti-friction bearing
applications

100g, 500g, 1kg,
5kg, 25kg

Moly Grease Long
Service 2 Plus

Suited for heavy loaded bearings subjected to extreme loads
and vibration including Vibrating Screens, Bull Dozers, Cranes,
Excavators and Fork Lift Trucks

100g, 500g, 1kg,
5kg, 25kg, 50kg,
180kg

White Lithium W2

Heavy Duty Bearing grease containing white solid lubricants
50g, 100g, 500g,
where cleanliness is vital. Typical applications include textile and 1kg, 5kg, 25kg
paper machine bearings, optical instruments and house -hold
appliances.

Silicone Lithium
Bearing Grease

For sustained high temperature applications @ 200°C.
50g, 100g, 1kg,
Lubricated for life applications where there is no possibility of re- 5kg, 25kg
lubrication.

Herschell Plex
Bearing Grease

Lithium complex for plain and anti-friction bearings offering
heavy load performance and excellent corrosion protection on
industrial, mining and transport applications drop point >280°C

High Temperature
Bearing Grease

For service between -10° to 180°C. Continuous and peaking to
1kg
270°C. Hydro-treated mineral oil with solid lubricants. Frequency
of re-greasing must be increased at temperatures above 180°C.

Anti Scuff Paste
GN

For the effective running in and assembly of bearings. To be
burnished onto bearing surfaces.

5kg, 50kg

50g, 100g, 500g,
1kg, 5kg

Bearing speed can be calculated by doing this simple universal calculation.
ID (internal diameter of bearing) + OD (outer diameter of bearing) / 2 X rpm = DN Value
0-200 000 (Slow); 200 000-350 000 (High); 350 000< (ultra high)
We manufacture a wide selection of specialist greases for applications from computer
printers to drag lines.
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HERSCHELL
Open Gear Greases
GREASE NAME

DESCRIPTION

PACK SIZES

GWR Plus

Heavy Duty Open Gear Grease lubricant for mining
and industrial equipment. Does not contain bitumen

1kg, 5kg, 15kg, 20kg,
25kg, 50kg, 180kg

Heavy Duty G67
Grease

White extreme pressure solid lubricant for open and
closed gears and linear motion guides. Typically
used to prevent fretting corrosion of gears on high
speed printing machines

400ml, 100g, 500g,
1kg

Closed Gears / Gearbox Additives
PRODUCT NAME

DESCRIPTION

PACK SIZES

Soluble Moly Additive

Extreme pressure additive for both mineral and
100ml, 500ml, 1L, 5L
synthetic fluids. Improves load carrying capacity
and performance

Synthetic gear Oil 220

Viscosity grade 220 for heavily loaded, high
temperature applications. Especially suited for
worm drive gearboxes

1L, 5L, 20L

Synthetic Gear Oil 150 Viscosity grade 150 for heavily loaded, high
temperature applications. Especially suited for
worm drive gearboxes

1L, 5L, 20L

You can vastly improve your
gearbox load capacity by adding
Herschell Soluble Moly to your
gearbox oil.

Oil alone cannot lubricate a chain. The small articulated
movements of the pin as it moves around a sprocket require solid
lubricant (boundary lubricants) to separate the wear surfaces.
There is insufficient rotary motion to build a liquid film on the
chain pin. Our formulations contain suspended solids and special
wetting agents to carry the solid lubricants into the links of the
chain and deposit them on the chain pins.

Chains and Sprockets
GREASE NAME

DESCRIPTION

PACK SIZES

Herschell CS
Chain Spray

A light coloured, heavy duty chain spray with solid
lubricants. Unique, non-fling and water-resistant
formulation ensures the excellent performance on
SuperBike, MX bike and Quad Bikes

400ml aerosol

Clear Chain Oil 220

A light duty industrial chain lubricant

1L, 5L, 25L

Chain Spray Black

A super-high load chain lubricant fortified with
Molybdenum disulphide.
Specifically suited for use on forklift chains

1l, 5L, 25L

Synthetic High Temp
chain oil

Available in 2 viscosities. This high temperature
chain oil is designed for use in industrial ovens.

1L, 5L, 25L

Moly Powder Spray

A dry and non-drip, dry lubricant for chains and
sprockets.

400ml aerosol
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HERSCHELL
Seals and O-Rings
GREASE NAME
Herschell 500-H
Paste

DESCRIPTION
A translucent light duty double lipped seal sealing
paste and a static O-Ring sealer . Extended service
to 200°C.

Herschell 30,000-H A thick translucent heavy duty double lipped seal
Paste
sealing paste and static O-Ring Sealer. Up to 200°C

PACK SIZES
50g, 100g, 500g, 1kg
5kg, 25kg, 50kg

50g, 100g, 500g, 1kg
5kg, 25kg, 50kg

Silicone Grease 55

Designed to seal dynamic (moving) O-Rings in air
systems and pneumatic actuators. Conforms to
Mil-G-4343C.

Red Rubber
Grease

Used for the fuss-free assembly of rubber cup seals
in automotive brake systems

100g, 500g, 1kg, 5kg
25kg, 50kg, 180kg

High Vacuum
Grease

Designed to seal O-Rings on vacuum equipment
and joints of glass laboratory equipment

50g, 100g, 500g, 1kg
5kg, 25kg

Silicone Paste has a 3 dimensional structure which prevents fluids and air
from leaking past seals and O-Rings even if the housing is scratched.

Slide-way and Guide-way Applications
GREASE NAME

DESCRIPTION

PACK SIZES

Guide-way DX Paste A super-slippery white boundary lubricant grease,
150ml, 300ml,
formulated to exceed slide-way and guide-way lubricating 50g, 100g, 500g,
requirements. It has many uses on household appliances 1kg, 5kg
and on textile and plastic injection moulding machines.
Assembly paste
White D

For the effective running in of sliding components.

50g, 100g,
500g, 1kg

Anti-Scuff Paste
GNBR

For the effective running in and assembly of sliding
operations. First aid for scored surfaces. No burnishing
required.

500g, 1kg

Long Service 2 Plus Suited to heavily loaded applications and extreme loads.
Low coefficient of friction and zero stick slip effect
Fast Dry Film

Lubricates Sliding components, splines and worm drive
couplings. A dry boundary lubricant for. It does not wash
off or collect dust to form grinding paste, and provides
superior protection from rust.

100g, 500g, 1kg,
5kg, 25kg
400ml aerosol

A first aid lubricant for SCORED slide-way and guide-way metal surfaces
is Herschell Anti-Scuff GNBR, which will repair the components while
they are operating.
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HERSCHELL
Thread Compounds
GREASE NAME

DESCRIPTION

PACK SIZES

Copper Anti-Seize F

Light Duty thread compound

500g, 1kg

Herschell Copper
Anti-Seize

Heavy Duty thread compound for easy release
of threaded components up to 650°C plus solid
lubricants to 1100°C. Can also be used as an
effective disc brake anti-squeal

100g, 500g, 1kg, 5kg
15kg, 25kg, 50kg

Copper Anti-Seize
1000

Thread Compound where accurate torque
tension is required. Has a service temperature of
up to 1000°C

100g, 500g, 1kg, 5kg
25kg

Copper Anti-Seize
CU7499

50g, 100g, 500g, 1kg
A copper thread compound which is salt water
5kg, 25kg
resistant and resists water wash out. It has a
service temperature of over 800°C. Protects
metal from corrosion and has excellent high
load lubricating properties for plain bearings and
sliding surfaces.

Aluminium Anti Seize

An Aluminium based thread compound with a
service range to service range limited to 650°C

500g, 1kg

Nickle Anti-Seize

A nickle based thread compound which is
specifically suited to the anti-seize of stainless
steel threaded components. Service
temperature up to 1200°C

400ml, 100g, 500g
1kg, 5kg, 25kg

Assembly Paste
White D

A white and therefore a clean anti-seize paste.
Typically suited to the dairy industry and
stainless steel threads.

50g, 100g, 500g, 1kg

Non Metallic
Anti-Seize

As its name depicts, this non metal containing
anti-seize grease prevents electrolytic corrosion
on threads. Serviceable to 1400°C

500g, 1kg, 5kg,
20kg
50kg

Bolt failure (over-stretch) is a result of not selecting the correct product at the point of
initial assembly. The use of a thread compound/anti-seize will also ensure easy release
or dis-assembly of components and saves both time and money.
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HERSCHELL
Penetrating and Releasing Oils
PRODUCT

DESCRIPTION

PACK SIZES

Herschell
Penetrating Fluid

Eases and releases rusted components

500ml, 1L

Herschell MP
Multi-Purpose
Spray

This light duty lubricant, penetrating and releasing
fluid all-in-one also de-moisturises wet electrical
equipment. It is plastic friendly and can also clean
metal parts and acts as a corrosion inhibitor

150ml, 300ml, 400ml
aerosols

Electrogliss

This non-flammable, deep penetrating, heavy duty
lubricant and releasing fluid is used mostly in ultra
deep mines and oil refineries where nonflammable products are stipulated

400g aerosol

Graphited
Penetrating Oil

Suited for heavy duty industrial applications

300ml, 25 L

Herschell Multi Purpose Spray is not only a penetrating and releasing fluid it
actually insulates and dries out wet electrical components instantly, and then
gives ongoing protection against moisture and corrosion. It is compatible with
the broadest range of plastic.

Mould Release Agents
PRODUCT
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DESCRIPTION

PACK SIZES

Herschell Silicone
Spray

This clear, non toxic spray offers excellent mould
release properties to both the rubber and plastic
injection moulding industries. Ensures high mould
definition and repeat moulding

300ml, 400ml
aerosols

Recoatable Mould
Release Spray

A straw coloured, non silicone mould release
agent. High mould definitions for plastic and
rubber moulding where transfers or paint must
adhere to product without the removal of a die
release

400ml

Paintable Mould
Release

A straw coloured, non silicone mould release
agent with chilling agent. High mould definitions
for plastic and rubber moulding where transfers
or paint must adhere to product without the
removal of a die release

400ml, 1L, 5L, 20L

PTFE Spray

Excellent mould release agent for rubber and
plastic moulding especially complicated profiles

PTFE Lubricating
Lacquer Spray

Excellent mould release agent for rubber and
plastic moulding

A fully comprehensive range of 25+ products to meet your special application

HERSCHELL
Metal Working and Fabrication
PRODUCT

DESCRIPTION

PACK SIZES

Punching Oil

A lubricating oil designed to improve punch life for manufacturers
punching holes and slots in metal sheeting.

20L

Chuck Paste

For maintenance and ease of operation on lathe chuck
mechanisms. Improves grip.

100g, 500g, 1kg

Silcone Anti-Spatter
Spray

For the preventing of weld spatter damage to nozzle and shroud,
jigs, workpiece and clamps around area of welding. It ensures the
easy release of weld spatter from area where it is not wanted.

400ml aerosol

Non-Silicone AntiSpatter Spray

For the preventing of weld spatter damage to nozzle and shroud,
jigs, workpiece and clamps around area of welding. It ensures the
easy release of weld spatter from area where it is not wanted. Our
silicone free formulation ensures that subsequent transfers and/or
painting of job will not be affected, nor will fish-eyeing of wet paint
occur.

Weld Cleaner A

Cleans work surface from oil and dirt and prepares it for the dye
penetration. A low halogen/sulphur formula.

400ml, 5kg, 25kg

Dye Penetrant B

A dark red deep penetrating dye that penetrates deep into metal
cracks. The surface is to be cleaned before applying the developer.
A low halogen/sulphur formula.

400ml, 5L, 25L

Developer C

A thick white layer which acts as a "blotting paper" against
which any red dye will be drawn out of unseen surface and deep
cracks, and be visible in the white developer. Low Halogen/Sulphur
formulation.

400ml, 5kg, 25kg

Pipe Threading Oil

Suitable for use in pipe threading machines for threading of
galvanised pipes. Extends both jaw life and ensures a cleaner cut.

500ml, 5L, 25L

Tap Master Spray

A general purpose machining spray, specifically suited to hand
tapping applications. A fast drying formulation ensures rapid
chilling of tool and workpiece.

400ml

Machining Fluid

A heavy duty non ferrous machining fluid for all types of drilling
tapping, sawing, broaching, milling, turning, parting and reaming. It
offers excellent boundary lubrication for prolonged tool life and
cleaner cuts.

300ml, 400ml
aerosol
5L

Stainless Steel Spray Formulated to effectively deal with the work-hardening properties
and poor thermal conductivity associated with the drilling and
tapping of stainless steel.

400ml, 500ml

Non-Stain Cutting
Spray

A non-ferrous cutting fluid which is suited for the cutting of Brass,
Copper and Aluminium.

400ml, 500ml,
5L, 25L

Zinc Protector Spray

An excellent zinc based "spray paint" with molecularly fine zinc
particles which prevent rust. Zinc offers cathodic and sacrificial
metal protection by forming a self healing layer against rust in the
event of the coating being scratched or damaged. Used in Industry
as a "Cold Galvanising" coating.

300ml, 400ml,
5L, 25L

Engineers Marking
Blue

Layout fluid for scribing.

300ml
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HERSCHELL
Cleaning Products
PRODUCT
Herschell HD
Engine Cleaner

WATER BASED
SPECIALISED
13

DESCRIPTION
A high alkaline, heavy duty engine cleaner with
powerful de-greasing properties. It is water based
and conforms to strict E.U. Environmental
Legislation. Excellent for cleaning engines and
engine bay compartments.

PACK SIZES
500ml, 5L

Aluminium Cleaner A general purpose aluminium cleaner, that surface
cleans all aluminium components.

500ml, 1L

Herschell Clean-Up A highly effective broad-spectrum industrial, household and garage cleaner. It is mild enough to be used
on carpets and strong enough to deep clean oil
soaked workshop floors. Herschell Clean-Up literally
has thousands of cleaning applications.

2L, 5L, 25L

High Pressure
Cleaner

A liquid soap that deep cleans and de-greases. It has
a de-foaming agent that ensures it can be used in
high pressure cleaning machines.

1L, 5L, 25L

Electronic Cleaner
Flammable

A plastic friendly, quick drying cleaner that has the
ability to clean all electric/electronic equipment. From
delicate circuit boards to computers, Hi-Fi's and TV's,
it washes away dirt and dries immediately leaving no
residue.

300ml, 400ml, 1L,
5L, 25L

Electronic Cleaner
Non-Flammable

A plastic friendly, quick drying cleaner that has the
ability to clean all electric/electronic equipment. From
delicate circuit boards to computers, Hi-Fi's and TV's
it washes away dirt and dries immediately leaving no
residue. *Please check our data sheet before using,
for plastic sensitivity. Properties permit this nonflammable product to be used on live circuitry.

400ml, 1L, 5L, 25L

P3 Safety Solvent

A powerful solvent based and non-flamable product
for the cleaning of metal and fabric surfaces from
grease, oil, gum and waxes. It serves as a dry
cleaning fluid in an aerosol and as an excellent
electric motor cleaner.

400ml, 1L, 5L, 25L,
200L

Carburettor
Cleaner

This very effective cleaning aerosol can also be used
as an unpainted metal parts cleaner. These
applications range from disc brake calipers, gearbox
housings, diff housings, prop-shafts and a host of
others. It has powerful de-greasing and cleaning
properties.

300ml, 1L, 5L, 25L

HERSCHELL
Anti-Corrosion Products
GREASE NAME

DESCRIPTION

PACK SIZES

Protective Wax

A thin light brown wax coating which both deep
penetrates and dries leaving a waterproof barrier
on all metal parts. Excellent for panel beaters,
refrigerator, washing machine and stove backing
plates. Kills existing rust on contact.

300ml, 400ml, 5L, 20L

Zinc Protector Spray

A Zinc based "spray paint" that has excellent anticorrosive properties. ZP Spray can be used as a
grey primer or overcoat on all ferrous metals.
Used in industry as a cold galvanising spray, it
kills existing rust on contact and conforms and
exceeds DIN 50 021 specifications.

300ml, 400ml, 5L, 20L

Bright Galvanising
Spray

An Aluminium based spray paint that has
excellent anti-corrosive properties, which can be
used as a bright silver primer or overcoat on all
ferrous metals. Bright galvanising spray kills
existing rust on contact, and gives a new
galvanised appearance.

400ml, 5L, 20L

Flash Coat "RED"

An ultra thin anti-corrosion product which is easily 400ml, 5L, 20L, 210L
removed with alcohol. Formulated with "micromilled" polymers, it can outlast conventional wax
and oil based anti-corrosion products by a factor
of 5. Herschell Flash Coat "Red" really is the
pinnacle of anti-corrosion engineering.

Flash Coat "UV"

An ultra thin anti-corrosion product which is easily 400ml, 5L, 20L, 210L
removed with alcohol. It has been formulated with
"micro-milled" polymers that can outlast
conventional wax and oil based anti-corrosion
products by a factor of 5. This product is
formulated to remain clear/transparent to the
naked eye but glow when in contact with a UV
light.

Zinc is the best natural pacifier for rust. Herschell uses micronised particles of this
metal to un-rivalled surface coverage and performance. Zinc, unlike any other metal
offers "cathodic" corrosion protection, which means that even when the zinc surface is
scratched it protects against corrosion.
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HERSCHELL
Keeping you informed on lubrication
THREAD COMPOUNDS
Nuts and bolts lock as a result of heat and weathering. The result is untreated
fasteners seize and must be cut off or drilled out to remove them. The cost of
this is measured in downtime of plant and equipment. To save money and time
apply thread compound to the threads of all fasteners before you use them.
This will ensure quick easy loosening without the aggravation of seized
components.

SEALS AND O-RINGS
The correct specified original equipment grade of seal lubricants is seldom
supplied with replacement seals. Using the wrong grade or an ordinary mineral
oil grease can lead to swelling and shrinkage of the rubber and to failure of the
component. Our products are non-ageing, plastic and rubber friendly and
improve sealing. Specific products are recommended for the different
applications of static and sliding dynamic seals.

MOULD RELEASE
Twenty-five Plus specialized products service the Plastic, Rubber and Metal Die
Casting industries. This range of products for gravity moulding, injection
moulding and compression moulding guarantees clear definition, no deposits
or charring on the mould surface, and the ability to apply subsequent coatings
without removing the mould release agent.

SLIDE-WAYS AND GUIDE-WAYS
Special lubricant properties are needed for lubrication of Slide-ways and Guideways. Solid lubricants provide boundary lubrication to prevent stick slip, noise
and vibration when machine movements are to small to support sliding on
liquid films. This ensures smooth operation in conditions of high loads and slow
sliding speeds, reduced wear and the ability to achieve critical finishes on work
pieces.

CHAINS AND SPROCKETS
Chain Pins wear causing chains to stretch leading to their replacement. The
properties of a chain lubricant require it to deposit solid boundary lubricants on
the pins to facilitate the small movement of the chain pin as it rotates and meet
mixed friction conditions in service. Selecting the correct chain lubricant for its
service requirement can minimize wear. The main causes of wear are dry
running, no re-lubrication, temporary dry running when the re-lubrication
periods are too long apart or the use of a lubricant lacking the properties to deal
with the mixed lubrication conditions of chain service.

CLEANING PRODUCTS
Environmental Regulations have banned the use of solvent degreasers in
Industry and Mines. Our water-based degreasers conform to the latest
European regulations to ensure water resources are not polluted by disposal of
any chemicals that can harm plant, fish and animal life.
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HERSCHELL
Keeping you informed on lubrication
PLAIN BEARINGS / ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS
Grease lubricates in place of oil on applications where it is not practical to apply oil.
A grease is simply a lubricating fluid, mineral oil or synthetic, thickened by an
absorbent micro fined powder or a soap. It behaves like oil when a bearing is
moving and gels instantly motion stops without dripping.
Thickeners and the fluids used to manufacture grease all have different properties
so selection of grease with appropriate characteristics for the application will cost
effectively resolve unnecessary maintenance costs where problems are
encountered in practical working conditions of machinery due to heat, water, speed,
load, and vibration.

An aerosol imitates the principle of an old fashioned steam engine where the water boils
from the heat in the fire box creating the gaseous form of water i.e. steam pressure on
the top of the tank. In the aerosol can it is the liquid gas that boils at very low
temperatures, mixed with liquid product, and it is this mixture warmed by the
temperature of the atmosphere, which creates the pressure in the top of the can to expel
the product up the delivery tube and out of the nozzle.
The Oxford Dictionary described lubrication as “to make slippery or smooth by applying
a fluid or grease” and the purpose of this is to minimise fiction or wear of mechanical
parts.
Hydro-dynamic lubrication of fluid lubrication only occurs as a function of speed
Boundary lubrication can be likened to running on a layer of marbles on a hard smooth
floor. Solid lubricants such as Teflon, graphite or molybdenum-disulphide provide
lubrication for slow moving boundary applications and act like the marbles in our
previous example.
Silicone is non-toxic and is approved by the American food and drug administration for
incidental food contact, this makes silicone a fantastic indoor lubricant and one can use
it to lubricate sliding drawers of furniture and kitchen fittings.
Silicone is clear and odourless by nature and doesn't change colour over time as both
synthetic and mineral oil based lubricants do
Silicone fluid is oxygen rich, so it does not age in air or sunlight, is not effected by water,
snow, acids, alkaline, petrol, detergents and ultra-violet light
Silicone has awesome thermal resistance stability and is effective from -70°C to 200°C,
which is far greater than the 100°C maximum of oil
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